Reading boulder

Thisted has develop in collaboration with KPF ARKITEKTER a vision for the future culture space
of Thisted. The culture space revolves around Christiansgave, the large Park in the center of Thisted it will gather the nearby local culture activity’s and create a open accessibility to the different
cultural institutions.
With that in mind this project will try to expand on one of the proposal from KPF, this being the
area between the library and Christiansgave, in this place there is a proposal for a outdoor library
and a children s playground. This proposal is created with 3 types of scenarios in mind. Small
children playing, slightly bigger children playing, and parents reading books.

The 3 work areas, the parents, the small children and the large children
the parents area,
: being comfortable and display and array of sitting positions. From sitting to almost laying down.
: having the possibility to sit in the shading area and ind the sun in colder weather.
Being able to watch your children play, from were you sit.
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The construction is build up by 18mm thick sheets of plywood. It will be build in segments and assembled on site. In the
shop the different triangles would be cut using a CNC cutter. The different segment will be assembled with piano hinges to
ensure easy assembly if there is any inaccuracy in the segments. The foundation will consist of a set of concrete anchor
points placed in the ground. The plywood will be attached only to the concrete pillars so that they do not have contact to
the ground level with 100mm. of space between them.
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All the edges of the construction will have a L- profile beam to prevent twisting and bending in the openings.
The plywood sheets could be made from two materials, one would be the Okoume wood witch is a material made for outdoor
use, but the price of this material is almost twice as expensive as the other material that has been suggested in the proposal, witch is beach Plywood. Beach plywood can also be used outside but it need to be treated with additional wood protection, paint, oil or other treatment.
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The ”Cave” area is a place for the toddlers and other smaller kids, the entrance
to the cave is 1500mm tall and would not appeal to an adult.

The seating/reading area is divide up into 5 benches were some are situated in
shadow area during the summer. The area is the center of the construction, and
provides the adults with and overview of the playground and a look though the
leaf pattern to the larger kids.
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The view from inside the Reading-boulder towards the forrest-playground thru
the leaf pattern.

The climbing-wall have a connection to the forrest-playground, this area is for
the kids that are able to take care of themselves, the wall reach a max hight of
2000mm and the surrounding area I covert with sand to act as protection if the
kids should fall.
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When dealing with a structure that has children playing around and on it there has been taken some safety issues in consideration when designing. The primary safety consideration where hight of the construction and the ground material surrounding the structure. But also the size of the
holes in the pattern of the climbing wall and the shape of those holes, when having open holes in a place where children climb, the shape of the
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holes has to be designed in a way so that clothes and especially a hood string do not get caught in the hole. This could lead to strangulation and death. The maximum hight of the structure is 2000mm. This is to minimize the risk of personal injury when kids climb on the side
wall. There has been placed shock absorbent material around the areas where the kids are playing, the material is sand and has a depth of
200mm and a distant of 1800mm from the climbing wall.

9 to 18. sun path on september 15th.

The shape of the structure is designed using the suns path in the sky to shape the
a seating area where you in summer time and high sun can sit in shade, and in
winter when the sun is lower on the sky, the sun will reach the person sitting sheltered from the wind. The suns path has been chosen to include hours from 10 to
18 as a design changing element. And the month include spring to fall. November
to february has been left out as thees months provide little to no sun.
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